Items Added to Collection
Date Range: March 2019

Religion, Mythology, Rationalism

*An Introduction to Melanesian religions: a handbook for church workers/* edited by Ennio Mantovani.
Circulation Section BL2620.M4 .I57

Islam

TDC-NonAllAS ThesDis BP172 .A35

Christianity

*Early Christianity and society: seven studies/* Robert M. Grant.
Author: Grant, Robert M. (Robert McQueen), 1917-2014
Circulation Section BR166 .G73

The Bible

*The New Testament in modern speech: an idiomatic translation into everyday English from the text of "the resultant Greek testament"/* edited and partly revised by Ernest Hampden-Cook.
Adventist Her. Ctr. BS2095 .W48

*How old is the Hebrew Bible? : a linguistic, textual, and historical study/* Ronald Hendel and Jan Joosten.
Circulation Section BS537 .H45

Practical Theology

*Goodwin Sands to Solomon Islands: more stories of the ships of Christ, maritime missionary adventure throughout the world/* D. P. Thompson; with 12 black and white illustrations by Robert Marshall.
Author: Thomson, D. P. (David Patrick), 1896-
Circulation Section BV2087 .T46

*Margins of Islam: missiology in diverse Muslim contexts/* Gene Daniels, Warrick Farah, editors; foreword by David Garrison.
ASC-Islam BV2625 .M37.D3
Christian Denominations
A Brief history of the origin, growth, and organization of Seventh-day Adventist schools in the Northeast India Union / by Myrl Otis Manley.
Adventist Asia BX6111.255 .I52.M35

The Principle of articulation in Adventist theology : an evaluation of current interpretations and proposal / by Roy Graf.
ATDC-AIIAS ThesDis-C BX6121 .G73

Beyond beliefs I : what young adults really think of the 28 beliefs of the Seventh-day Adventist Church / Leanne Sigvarsten, Jan A. Sigvarsten, Paul B. Petersen.
Circulation Section BX6122.A1 .S54

History
The Most amazing story a man ever lived to tell / by Geoffrey Maslen.
Circulation Section CT9981.G74 .M37

Ellen G. White's philosophy of history / by Gil G. Fernandez.
TDC-NonAIIAS ThesDis D16.8 .F47

The Return of the rogues : a Marine unit's fight for life and freedom / by Ted R. Williams.
Melashenko Donation D767.4 .W55

Fear drive my feet / Peter Ryan.
Circulation Section D767.95 .R93

History --Asia
Circulation Section DS486.5.K4 .M85

Tigerland & South Sea / Olle Strandberg ; translated from the Swedish by M.A. Michael.
ASC-Asia General DS508 .S76

Threatened paradise : North Borneo and its peoples / Cyril Alliston.
ASC-Malaysia DS646.33 .A44

History --Oceania
The Island World : an anthology of the Pacific / edited by Charles Barrett.
Circulation Section DU17 .B37
Circulation Section DU17 .C76

Bligh of the Bounty: being the narrative of the mutiny of the Bounty, and the voyage in the open boat / William Bligh; edited by Edward Arthur Hughes.
Circulation Section DU21 .B55

My tropic isle / E.J. Banfield.
Author: Banfield, E. J. (Edmund James), 1852-1923

This land I love / by Susan Graham; with photographs by Kenneth and Jean Bigwood.
Circulation Section DU412 .G73.T4

The Long white cloud: Ao tea roa / William Pember Reeves; with additional chapters by A.J. Harrop.
Circulation Section DU420 .R44

Ifaluk: portrait of a coral island / by Marston Bates and Donald P. Abbott.
Circulation Section DU568.I3 .B37

Changes in latitude: an uncommon anthropology / Joana McIntyre Varawa.
Circulation Section DU600 .V37

Treasure islands: the trials of the Ocean Islanders / [by] Pearl Binder.
Circulation Section DU615 .B55

Ocean island and Nauru: their story / by Albert F. Ellis; With a foreword by the Right Honourable S. M. Bruce.
Circulation Section DU615 .E55

Shoal of time: a history of the Hawaiian Islands / Gavan Daws.
Circulation Section DU625 .D28

Underwater guide to New Caledonia / P. Laboute, Y. Magnier; translated into English from the original French by William Reed.
Circulation Section DU720.2 .L33

Circulation Section DU740 .N45
Bushwalking in Papua New Guinea / Riall W. Nolan.
Circulation Section  DU740.2 .N65

A Time for building: Australian administration in Papua and New Guinea, 1951-1963 / Paul Hasluck.
Circulation Section  DU740.75 .H37

Softly, wild drums: in New Guinea today / with Beth Dean and Victor Carell.
Circulation Section  DU742 .C37

Who stand alone / Evelyn Cheesman.
Circulation Section  DU760 .C44

The Happy island / Bengt Danielsson; translated by F. H. Lyon.
Circulation Section  DU870 .D35

Moruroa, mon amour: the French nuclear tests in the Pacific / Bengt Danielsson and Marie-Thérèse Danielsson.
Circulation Section  DU870 .D35.M6

Ten years in Tonga / J. S. Neill; with an introduction by Queen Salote of Tonga.
Circulation Section  DU880 .N45

The Dangerous islands / Clifford Gessler.
Circulation Section  DU890 .G47

Anthropology
Culture worlds / Richard Joel Russell, Fred Bowerman Kniffen, Evelyn Lord Pruitt.
Circulation Section  G127 .R87

In Search of the primitive / [by] Lewis Cotlow.
Circulation Section  GN400 .C67

Triumph of the nomads: a history of ancient Australia / Geoffrey Blainey.
Circulation Section  GN665 .B53

Rapanui: tradition and survival on Easter Island / Grant McCall.
Circulation Section  GN671.E2 .M23

The Prehistory of Papua New Guinea / [Brian J. Egloff and Juliet Egloff].
Pamphlet Collection  GN875.P3 .E34
Research
Doing grounded theory / Uwe Flick ; edited by Uwe Flick.
Circulation Section H61.24 .F55

Doing focus groups / Rosaline Barbour ; edited by Uwe Flick.
Circulation Section H61.28 .B37

Analyzing qualitative data / Graham Gibbs ; edited by Uwe Flick.

Designing qualitative research / Uwe Flick ; edited by Uwe Flick.
Circulation Section H62 .S24.D6

Doing conversation, discourse and document analysis / Tim Rapley ; edited by Uwe Flick.
Circulation Section H62 .S24.D63

Doing interviews / Svend Brinkmann, Steinar Kvale, edited by Uwe Flick.
Circulation Section H62 .S24.D65

Doing triangulation and mixed methods / by Uwe Flick ; edited by Uwe Flick.
Circulation Section H62 .S24.D68

Managing quality in qualitative research / Uwe Flick.
Circulation Section H62 .S24.M3

Using visual data in qualitative research / Marcus Banks ; edited by Uwe Flick.
Circulation Section H62 .S24.U8

Economic History
Antecedents of organizational social capital / by Pondi Kepha Odiwuor.

Finance
Factors influencing audit committee independence / by Peter Onchari Kereri.
ATDC-AIIAS ThesDis-C HD2741 .K47

Effects of environmental turbulence, strategic leadership, strategy implementation, and formal strategic planning on organizational performance / by Edmond Ruther Pierre.
ATDC-AIIAS ThesDis-C HD58.7 .E36
Drivers of sustainability reporting of the listed companies in the Zimbabwe Stock Exchange / by Ivonne Ndlovu.
ATDC-AIIAS ThesDis-C HD60.3 .N35

The Family, Marriage, Women
How to raise an MVP : most valuable person / Ambrose Robinson, Freda Robinson with Steve Hubbard.
Circulation Section HQ770 .R63

Theory of Practice of Education
Adventist Asia LB1027.5 .M35

Curriculum and professional development using the universal design for learning framework : a case study with an action research component / by Ruth Ramirez.
ATDC-AIIAS ThesDis-C LB2806.15 .R35

How to get lost and found in the Cook Islands / by John and Bobbye McDermott ; sketches by Rick Welland.
Circulation Section M23 DU430.C6

Kolyma stories / by Varlam Shalamov ; translated from the Russian and with an introduction by Donald Rayfield.
ASC-Russia PG3487.A592 .R39

Jim Morse : South Sea trader / by J. Allan Dunn.
Circulation Section PS3507.U664 .J55

Circulation Section QE566.G7 .N36

Gynecology & Obstetrics
Deprivation of maternal care : a reassessment of its effects / contributors : Mary D. Ainsworth [and six others]
Circulation Section RG971 .W67